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European Supermoto 

at Poznan (Poland) - Day2

With some clouds in the sky
but still very warm tempera-
tures the track in Poznan was
ready for the race day of the
third round of the Supermoto
European Championship. The
organisation did its very best
to make the event a success,
and the riders loved every mi-
nute on the perfectly prepa-
red track. After an eventful
event on Sunday, it was Tu-
ning Motorsport rider Milan
Sitniansky who took the vic-
tory in the S1 class. In the S1
Light class it was again Phoe-
nix Racing rider Elia Sammar-
tin who took the victory.
Race1
The first race in Poznan saw 28 riders on the starting grid. At the start it was Degasoline rider Pavel Kejmar
to take the holeshot into the first long fast corner of the circuit, followed by Phoenix Racing rider Markus
and KTM MTR rider Laurent Fath. In fourth position it was TM Factory Racing rider Diego Monticelli who was
followed by Milan Sitniansky on the Tuning Motorsport Honda. Right behind the top five Spanish Suzuki Grau
rider David Gimenez had a good start and went into the first lap just in front of the Phoenix Racing rider Ni-
colas Cousin and SWM Factory rider Edgardo Borella. The teammate of Cousin at Phoenix Racing, Elia Sam-
martin was in ninth position after the first lap. SBD Union Bike rider Giovanni Bussei started the race in tenth
place but after a crash in one of the fast corners he was thrown back to 21th place. 
In front of the race Pavel Kejmar and Markus Class slowly got away from the rest of the field. With very fast
lap times, the two riders fought for every meter of asphalt and off-road. Behind them Laurent Fath and
Diego Monticelli had their own battle for third place with Milan Sitnianksy not far behind in fifth position.
David Gimenez was still in sixth position but the fast Spanish rider had to fight hard to keep his position as
Nicolas Cousin, Edgardo Borella and Elia Sammartin were only a few meters behind. 
In lap 12, SWM Factory rider Edgardo Borella managed to pass Nicolas Cousin for seventh place. The Italian
rider wanted more but Gimenez didn’t make any mistakes and kept his speed high. One lap later also Elia
Sammartin passed the young Frenchman leaving Cousin in ninth place with only a few laps to go. 
In the lead Kejmar and Class were still fighting for first place. The German rider closed in on the Czech rider
in fast corners and breaking zones but Kejmar was in full control and defended his leading position but setting
fast lap times when it was needed. 
The battle for third place was also still going on as Fath couldn’t get away from Monticelli. By the end of the
first race Fath had a very little gap to the Italian rider but one mistake would mean a lost in positions. Milan
Sitniansky was still in fifth position. The Czech rider tried to close the gap to the riders in front of him but
he had to settle for fifth place in the first race. In front Markus Class pushed as hard as he could and in some
corners was next to Pavel Kejmar but the Degasoline rider crossed the finish line in first place 00:164 seconds
in front of Phoenix Racing rider Markus Class. KTM MTR rider finished in third place, followed by Diego Mon-
ticelli. Last place in the top five was Milan Sitnianksy. David Gimenez managed to keep the Italian riders Bo-
rella and Sammartin behind him and finish in a strong sixth position. 
Race2
At the start of the second race it was again Pavel Kejmar the first to enter the long right hander of the track.
Kejmar was followed by  Markus Class, Diego Monticelli and  Laurent Fath. In fifth position it was Milan Sit-
niansky in front of Giovanni Bussei and Elia Sammartin.  Egardo Borella was in eight position fighting with
Nicolas Cousin and  David Gimenez. As in the first race Kejmar and Class were strong from the beginning and
already in the first lap they created a gap to their competitors. Markus Class pushed hard as he wanted re-
venge for his second place in the first race, but Pavel Kejmar kept the door closed. Behind the top two,
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three riders started a battle for third position. Monticelli, Fath and Sitniansky had some very close
racing with no room for mistakes. Sitniansky was last of this group but the Czech Honda rider got
better and better into his rhythm and in lap 9 he overtook both Monticelli and Fath in the same
corner. 
SWM Factory rider Edgardo Borella crashed hard in the off-road section and was brought to the me-
dical centre on the track for treatment. Also Giovanni Bussei made a mistake and had to restart the
race from 16th position. With Borella out and Bussei thrown back in the field, Elia Sammartin and
David Gimenez moved up to sixth and seventh position behind Lauren Fath. In eight position it was
Phoenix Racing rider Nicolas Cousin who had to recover from a bad start. In front it was still Pavel
Kejmar who had the lead halfway the race. The Czech TM rider had managed to create a gap to Mar-
kus Class who had to slow down because of some backmarkers and yellow flags. The German rider
had to find his rhythm again as Sitniansky and Monticelii were closing in fast on him. Class got the
speed back real quickly and after one or two laps he had a safe distance to the followers in third
place again. 
Behind Sitniansky it was still Diego Monticelli in fourth just in front of Lauren Fath who didn’t give
up, but couldn’t make any overtaking attempts on this the riders in front of him. Meanwhile the
battle for the sixth place was still going on among Sammartin, Gimenez and Cousin, the Italian rider
of Phoenix Racing was the strongest and finished the race in sixth position before David Gimenez and
his teammate Nicolas Cousin. 
Pavel Kejmar finished in first, followed by Markus Class and Tuning Motorsport rider Milan Sitniansky.
Fourth place was for Diego Monticelli while Laurent Fath completed the top five. Immediately after
the race the race direction and jury gave a lot of riders penalties for jumping under the yellow and
medical flag or overtaking in the yellow zone. One of the riders who got penalties was the race winner
Pavel Kejmar who was put back 10 positions, but also Markus Class, Laurent Fath, Diego Monticelli
and many others got a penalty. With the penalties given Milan Sitniansky was the official winner of
the second race in Poland, with second place for Elia Sammartin. Belgium KTM MTR rider Romain Kai-
vers was classified third in race two. With his results in the first and second race, Milan Sitniansky
became the winner of the round of Poland. Second place in the overall for Elia Sammartin.Pavel Kej-
mar completed the podium in Poznan after his penalty.
The next round of the 2018 Supermoto European Championship will be held in Thessaloniki, Greece
in the weekend of 14 and 15 July.
Full results on FIM Europe website: http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/559

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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